
A Recipe For A Snowy Setting 
 

      

    Blanket the tedious ground with swan white snow. 
    Adorn shriveled branches with necklaces of frigid icicles beads. 
    Shower exquisite snowflakes over the niveous landscape and watch as  
     they frolic and cascade towards the refreshing snow. 
     Position feral wolves with canine, cinereal fur around the  
     desolated, bleak terrain. 
     Glaciate the flowing streams and rivers until they solidify and  
      become as lubric as an ice skating rink. 
      Shelter a dark, dull girl in a cramped house. 
      Insert the houses that are heated toasters to the chilly people and 
       scatter them around the surface of the snow. 
 
 
 
                         “And here you have it, a recipe for a snowy setting!”   
              

 
 
 



A Recipe For A Snowy Setting 
 

Take a sprinkle of icy powder, and let a frigid, fierce wind spread it across the highest 
branches of the trees. 
 
Cover the windowsills and edge of the roof with icicles, graceful in their glacial beauty. 

 
Peer through the window at the blazing hearth, then 
trudge away, knowing you can’t get inside. 
 
Hear furious wolves howling as they see a sneaky 
Siberian tiger stealing their prey. 
 
 
Feel the ground tremble as a brown bear snores in an 
underground cave . . . beneath your feet!  
 

See the frozen stream, which only a month ago had bubbled merrily  
and was a deep aqua blue. 
 
Observe a musk deer nibble the frozen lichen on a tree trunk and scramble back, surprised 
at the cold. 
 
Watch the sun slip just below the horizon, and hear the eagle owl call to the snowy ones. 
 
Follow the clawed prints in the snow that were made by the wolves; they go where they 
please. 

 
Soft snow starts stacking on the bare brown trees so you snuggle up in 
a delicate snowdrift, thinking. 
 
Take the dark and stormy girl and hide her away. 
 
By Dyuti  
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A Recipe for a Snowy Setting 
 
 

Fill a magical world of shimmering snow. 
Sprinkle a white blanket of snowdrops. 
Mix a teaspoon of white whirling flakes that dance like ballerinas. 
Blow a delicate crisp breeze and watch it whip and caress the trees like a tiny 
piece of lace. 
Fetch the burning sun and lay it to rest in a deep sleep. 
Take an army of trees and watch them dance in the breath of the wind. 
Hang icicles like crystal earrings on top of the fairy tale village. 
Bury a dessert spoon of golden corn and yellow gorse flowers under the 
blanket of snow. 
Drape crystal frost over the windows and watch it glitter under the sunlight. 
Drop cartons of icicles and watch them fall to the ground like daggers. 
Transport a pot of snowballs and lay them like a carpet of confetti. 
Get a handful of fluffy cotton balls and watch as they rain upon you. 
Gather a troop of snow people and let them surround you. 
Summon a feathered friend and watch it ice skate along the motionless pond. 
Watch wolves as they howl at the glistening moon and gallop to freedom. 
Snatch a stormy girl and hide her away. 
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Assemble and fascinate your imagination, 
Sketch and construct calming blue and silver white sky like a cotton soaring high. 
Produce the bright yellow shining sun delighted and gracious, 
Blend with freezing cold feels. 
Ensure that the bare brown pine trees and timber are sharp and standing mighty, 
Create a magnificent landscape overlooking the vast and bold scenery, 
Scatter a snowy white snow until it thickens and fluffy, 
Spawn it similar to cotton candy. 
 
Enclose all the barren land for an amazing effects, 
Infuse some thick blizzard on top of the cottages roofs, 
Design cabins and deck houses cosy and snug. 
Enable the hanging snow sweep on every shrubs and forests, 
Freeze-dry rivers and lakes, make glaciers and frost. 
Hang tapering pieces of icicles like crystal balls, 
Cast some gray fierce wolves and brown Arctic elks running wild and free, 
Imprint their footsteps in the snow for a stunning view, 
Hibernate other animals, let them vegetate through the winter, 
Preserve them away with plenty of food to consume. 
 
Unfold the breathtaking magical winter scene, 
Encounter a break, endure a fantastic walk, lay your thick cosy coat and snuggly 
boots, 
Amuse oneself in snow fight, produce an angel like impression, glorious and 
marvelous, 
Install a snowman as hilarious and immense as you feel incline, 
Bring forth carrots on their nose and swathe them warm. 
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Freeze the waters and crumble on some powdery frost. 
Dangle the icicles from the roofs and hone them with a knife. 
I ntegrate with a chilly breeze. 
Twirl round more layers of crisp, crystalline snow, and flip them onto 
the damp ground.  
Release the snowflakes out of your fist and let them whirl round, until 
they flutter down and settle onto the smooth,silky rug. 
Grate the wood from the trees and scrape them onto the ground.  
Set the fire and let it dance and flicker in the wind. 

Add a cup of hot cocoa, creamy 
and steaming. 
Make the animals snug, and tuck them away into the 
comfort of the warmth to hibernate. 
Grant the wolves freedom to play and roam into the wild 
Print in some delicate pawprints  
B low the lustrous snow up the stripped, bony trees and 
allow them to settle  
W aft the shimmering powder over the rooftops and allow 
the snow to consume the outside world. 

W hen the children have finished playing, when we’ve all had our fun. 
Mutter to the sun that it is time to go to sleep, and while she fades away bring out the luminous 
moon. 
 
Take a dark and stormy girl and hide her away. 
 
By Amara  
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